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ACROSS

2 Person unable to care for himself
4 Rubbish; garbage
6 Young human
8 Built to shelter cars, trucks or other vehicles
9 Propane or butane
10 Outside surface
13 Use a cigarette
15 Underground space in a building
16 Where a family lives

DOWN

1 Room with a toilet and often a sink or bathtub
2 Examination or review
3 Room where family gathers together
5 Freedom from danger
7 Food preparation area
11 Sleeping area
12 Something that causes danger or risk
14 Heat, light, and flames produced by burning
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Solution:

```
  B  I  N  V  A  L  I  D
  A  N  I
  T  R  A  S  H  V
  S  H  P  C  H  I  D
  A  K  G  A  R  A  G  E  N
  F  I  O  C
  E  X  T  E  R  I  O  R  T
  C  M  I  B
  H  H  S  M  O  K  E  F
  B  E  A  S  E  M  E  N  T  N
  Z  N
  A  R  D
  O  M
```
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